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Abstract Solution NMR studies of a-helical membrane

proteins are often complicated by severe spectral crowding.

In addition, hydrophobic environments like detergent mi-

celles, isotropic bicelles or nanodiscs lead to considerably

reduced molecular tumbling rates which translates into

line-broadening and low sensitivity. Both difficulties can

be addressed by selective isotope labeling methods. In this

publication, we propose a combinatorial protocol that uti-

lizes four different classes of labeled amino acids, in which

the three backbone heteronuclei (amide nitrogen, a-carbon
and carbonyl carbon) are enriched in 15N or 13C isotopes

individually as well as simultaneously. This results in eight

different combinations of dipeptides giving rise to cross

peaks in 1H–15N correlated spectra. Their differentiation is

achieved by recording a series of HN-detected 2D triple-

resonance spectra. The utility of this new scheme is

demonstrated with a homodimeric 142-residue membrane

protein in DHPC micelles. Restricting the number of se-

lectively labeled samples to three allowed the identification

of the amino-acid type for 77 % and provided sequential

information for 47 % of its residues. This enabled us to

complete the backbone resonance assignment of the uni-

formly labeled protein merely with the help of a 3D HNCA

spectrum, which can be collected with reasonable sensi-

tivity even for relatively large, non-deuterated proteins.
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Introduction

Twenty-five years after the introduction of 1H–13C–15N

triple-resonance pulse sequences in solution NMR (Ikura

et al. 1990a; Kay et al. 1990b; Montelione and Wagner

1990) methods for the backbone resonance assignment of

uniformly isotopically labeled proteins have become well-

established. As a consequence of an inherently low che-

mical shift dispersion in combination with large linewidths,

protocols routinely used for soluble proteins are, however,

less straightforward when applied to a-helical membrane

proteins (Kim et al. 2009; Maslennikov and Choe 2013;

Nietlispach and Gautier 2011; Sanders and Sönnichsen

2006; Tamm and Liang 2006). In particular, crucial triple-

resonance experiments that involve 13C–13C magnetization

transfer steps such as HNCACB (Wittekind and Mueller

1993) or HN(CA)CO (Clubb et al. 1992) often suffer from

low sensitivity. Also, amino-acid type selective ex-

periments (Dötsch et al. 1996; Feuerstein et al. 2012;

Lescop et al. 2008; Pantoja-Uceda and Santoro 2008; Rios

et al. 1996; Schubert et al. 1999) that would lead to a

considerable spectral simplification, employ pulse se-

quences comprising more coherence transfer steps or

editing elements and are therefore often unsuitable for

larger systems. In a different approach, selective 15N
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labeling provides amino-acid type information (Griffey

et al. 1985; Klammt et al. 2004; LeMaster and Richards

1985; Muchmore et al. 1989; Ozawa et al. 2004, 2006)

while dual selective labeling with 15N and 13C isotopes

additionally permits an identification of specific amino acid

pairs via the interresidue 15Ni–
13C0

i�1 scalar coupling

(Griffey et al. 1986; Ikura et al. 1990b; Kainosho and Tsuji

1982; Rule et al. 1993; Shi et al. 2004; Tate et al. 1992;

Weigelt et al. 2002; Yabuki et al. 1998). NMR methods

that rely on amino-acid specific isotope labeling usually

feature decreased susceptibility to the adverse effects of

slow molecular tumbling and conformational exchange.

Use of cell-free expression systems allows a cost-effi-

cient production of selectively labeled protein samples and

to a large extent avoids problems due to isotope scrambling

(Klammt et al. 2004; Michel et al. 2013; Ozawa et al. 2004;

Shi et al. 2004; Sobhanifar et al. 2010; Staunton et al. 2006;

Yabuki et al. 1998). Nevertheless, combinatorial methods

(Ozawa et al. 2006; Parker et al. 2004; Shortle 1994;

Sobhanifar et al. 2010; Staunton et al. 2006; Wu et al.

2006) are required to keep the number of samples to be

prepared at a minimum, while gaining comprehensive site-

specific information to achieve sequential backbone as-

signments with a high degree of confidence. Combinatorial

dual-selective labeling with 15N and 1-13C enriched amino

acids which involves recording of 15N-HSQC and 2D

HN(CO) spectra has been successfully applied to the as-

signment of membrane proteins (Maslennikov et al. 2010;

Trbovic et al. 2005). Recently introduced combinatorial

triple-selective labeling (Löhr et al. 2012) augments such

labeling schemes with doubly 13C/15N enriched amino

acids resulting in an increased amount of residue types as

well as sequential pairs that can be identified with a given

number of samples. The new combinations containing
13C/15N amino acids either in position i or i - 1 of a

dipeptide or in both can be deconvoluted by the presence/

absence of 1H–15Ni cross peaks in additional 2D triple-

resonance spectra such as HN(CA), HN(COCA),

(CO)HN(CA), and DQ-HN(CA).

Here we present a refined combinatorial protocol which

employs four different classes of labeled amino acids in-

cluding exclusively at the 2-(Ca) position 13C-labeled ones.

This results in a significantly increased percentage of

amide groups for which sequential information is available,

thus serving as anchor points during backbone assignment.

Since the signature of 15N-labeled residues preceded by

2-13C-labeled residues in the set of 2D triple-resonance

spectra acquired in the context of combinatorial triple-

selective labeling is identical to that of 13C/15N-labeled

residues preceded by unlabeled ones, a supplementary

experiment is required to distinguish the two cases. The

latter relies on the one-bond 13Ca–13C0 scalar coupling to

filter out signals originating from the fully 13C/15N-labeled

species. In the application shown here virtually complete

backbone assignments could be obtained using a single

complementary 3D HNCA spectrum, recorded on a uni-

formly labeled sample, to fill the gaps between the selec-

tively labeled residues.

Materials and methods

Sample preparations

Production of selectively and uniformly labelled samples

of TMD0 was carried out using a continuous-exchange

cell-free expression system based on an E. coli S30 extract

(Schwarz et al. 2007). The protein, consisting of 142 amino

acid residues and a C-terminal His10-tag, was cloned into a

pIVex2.3-MCS vector. Optimization of the construct for

cell-free expression, protein purification and screening of

sample conditions for NMR have been described previ-

ously (Tumulka et al. 2013). Per NMR sample, 2.3 ml

reaction mixture were dialyzed against 34.5 ml feeding

mixture yielding about 2 mg of purified protein. Amino-

acid type compositions of selectively labeled samples are

summarized in Table 1. The remaining amino acid types

were supplied in unlabeled form. The amino acid concen-

tration in the cell-free reaction was 0.5 mM for the reaction

mixture and 0.6 mM for the feeding mixture, correspond-

ing to total amounts of 6–14 mg of labeled amino acids per

Table 1 Isotopically labeled amino acid residues in TMD0 samples

employed in his work

Labeling type Samplea

Test 1 2 3

13C/15Nb Val Ile Trp Leu
15N Lys Thr Thr Thr

Arg Lys Lys

Phe Phe Arg

Tyr Ala Val

1-13C Tyr Asp Ser Ser

Pro Pro Asp

2-13C Alac Alac Tyr Tyr

Val Val Alac

a The combinatorial labeling scheme comprises samples 1, 2, and 3.

The test sample was used to implement experiments and demonstrate

the relations between labeling types and their detection in the various

spectra
b Fully 13C and 15N labeled
c 2,3-13C2 alanine was actually used because of its lower cost. The

additional 13C label has no consequences for the performance of pulse

sequences and the presence or absence of signals in any spectra

recorded here
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sample. For expression of the uniformly labeled sample,

64 mg of a mix containing all 20 amino acids fully 13C and
15N labeled was employed. Final protein concentrations

varied between 0.5 and 0.6 mM (monomer concentrations)

in 190 ll sodium acetate buffer (pH 5), containing

100 mM NaCl and 1 % dihexanoyl-phosphatidylcholine

(diC6PC). Samples were placed in 4-mm susceptibility-

matched Shigemi tubes that were inserted into standard

5-mm tubes, filled with a 0.8-mM solution of 4,4-dimethyl-

4-silapentane-1-sulfonic acid (DSS) in D2O.

NMR spectroscopy

All pulse sequences employed in the current study were of

the [15N, 1H]-TROSY (Pervushin et al. 1997; Salzmann

et al. 1998) type and included sensitivity-enhanced gradient

echo/antiecho coherence selection (Czisch and Boelens

1998; Kay et al. 1992; Pervushin et al. 1998; Weigelt

1998). Bandselective 1H pulses centered in the amide re-

gion were used to accelerate longitudinal relaxation be-

tween scans according to the BEST protocol (Lescop et al.

2010; Schanda et al. 2006). In order to constructively add

polarization from proton magnetization longitudinally re-

laxed during the pulse sequence in the subsequent scan,

acquisition periods were followed by a 15N 180� pulse

(Favier and Brutscher 2011). As previously described

(Löhr et al. 2012) 2D HN(CO), HN(CA), HN(COCA), and

DQ-HN(CA) pulse sequences were derived from the cor-

responding three-dimensional schemes (Bax and Ikura

1991; Bayrhuber and Riek 2011; Ikura et al. 1990a; Ni-

etlispach et al. 2002) by replacing 13C evolution periods by

fixed 3-ls delays and, where applicable, omitting 1H 180�
decoupling pulses. In 3D HNCA (Ikura et al. 1990a) and

HNCACB (Wittekind and Mueller 1993) experiments,

proton decoupling during 13C evolution was achieved by a

pair of 1H broadband inversion pulses (Smith et al. 2001)

applied at t1/4 and 3t1/4. A novel carbonyl-filtered (CO-

filtered) 2D HN(CA) pulse scheme, shown in Fig. 1, was

applied to distinguish correlations involving 13C/15N- and

2-13C-labeled amino acids. The sequence includes a 13Ca

spin-echo period with a duration of 1/(2 1J(13C0,13Ca) in

which the latter coupling can evolve or not, depending on

the position of a 13C0 180� pulse (see figure legend for

details). The two subspectra were recorded in an inter-

leaved manner and contain either all HN(CA) correlations

if the coupling is not active (control spectrum), or a subset

containing only those involving 2-13C-labeled residues if

the coupling is active (filtered spectrum).

Experiments were performed at a sample temperature of

323 K on Bruker Avance spectrometers equipped with

cryogenic 1H{13C/15N} triple-resonance probes. For selec-

tively labeled samples, BEST-TROSY typeHSQC,HN(CA),

DQ-HN(CA) and CO-filtered HN(CA) spectra were acquired

at 800 MHz, HN(CO) and HN(COCA) spectra at 600 MHz,

and 3D HNCA and HNCACB spectra on [U-13C; 15N]-la-

beled protein at 950 MHz. The interval between the end of

acquisition and the beginning of the next scan was 0.5 s in

HSQCs and 0.3 s in all 2D and 3D triple-resonance ex-

periments. Spectral widths were 11 and 50 ppm in the 1H and
15N dimensions, respectively, of all 2D experiments. Here,

the 1H acquisition time was adjusted to 43.6 ms, while 15N

acquisition times were 63.2 ms (256 complex t1 increments)

in HSQC, 52.6 ms (160 increments) in HN(CO), 43.5 ms

(176 increments) in HN(CA), 42.1 ms (128 increments) in

HN(COCA), 24.7 ms (100 increments) in DQ-HN(CA), and

31.6 ms (128 increments) in CO-filtered HN(CA) ex-

periments. The number of transients accumulated per FID in

experiments on the three combinatorial selectively labeled

samples were 16, 64, 96, 176, and 512 in HSQC, HN(CO),

HN(CA), HN(CO)CA, and DQ-HN(CA), respectively, re-

sulting in measurement times of 1 h, 2h450, 4h250, 6h50, and
13h400. Carbonyl-filtered HN(CA) spectra were acquired

with different number of scans (and corresponding mea-

surement times) for individual samples, i.e. 416 (28h300) for
sample 1, 256 (17h300) for sample 2, and 512 (35 h) for

sample 3, where the number of scans applies to filtered and

control subspectra each and themeasurement time is the total

duration of both experiments. Differing number of scans/

measurement timeswere employed inHN(CO)CA (256/8 h),

DQ-HN(CA) (1520/41 h), and CO-filtered HN(CA) (320/

23 h) experiments on the additional (‘‘test’’) sample, con-

taining only four labeled amino-acid types (Table 1).

Acquisition times in 3D HNCA and HNCACB ex-

periments were 43.6 ms (1H), 44.9 ms (15N), and 8.3/

7.0 ms (13C, HNCA/HNCACB). Both experiments em-

ployed a non-uniform sampling scheme in which 22.8 % of

the data points of the full t1/t2 grid were acquired. Mea-

surement times were 46 h (HNCA) and 91 h (HNCACB)

using 64 and 72 scans/FID, respectively.

Spectra processing and analysis was performed with

TopSpin 3.2 (Bruker). Cosine-squared window functions

were applied for apodization in all dimensions. Spectra were

referenced with respect to internal DSS using consensus N
values for 13C and 15N (Wishart et al. 1995). Contour levels

were drawn on an exponential scale using a factor of 21/2 for

preparation of all plots shown in the following.

Results and discussion

Motivation for the development of an improved

selective labeling scheme

Traditionally, the backbone resonance assignment of [13C;
15N]-labeled proteins relies on matching intraresidual and
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sequential cross peaks in three-dimensional experiments

that correlate amide 1H and 15N chemical shifts with those

of 13Ca (Ikura et al. 1990a), 13C0 (Clubb et al. 1992), or
13Cb (Wittekind and Mueller 1993) nuclei. With increasing

molecular size, however, these experiments become less

efficient due to rapid transverse relaxation, and at the same

time spectral overlap becomes more severe unless the in-

trinsic chemical shift dispersion of the protein is favorable.

A combination of both difficulties is usually encountered

for a-helical membrane proteins. Replacement of protons

with deuterons significantly decelerates dipolar relaxation

of adjacent nuclei and, to some extent also reduces overlap

owing to line narrowing. On the downside, expression of

deuterated proteins requires additional optimization, is

usually accompanied by lower yields and is comparatively

expensive. Furthermore, problems can occur due to in-

complete back-exchange of amide protons, partial proto-

nation at Ca positions and reduced protein stability. As an

alternative, a method termed combinatorial triple-selective

labeling that exclusively relies on information obtained

with non-deuterated protein samples has been introduced

(Löhr et al. 2012). The method was validated with the

voltage sensor domain of the voltage-dependent K?

channel from Aeropyrum pernix (KvAP), a 149-residue

protein for which resonance assignments have previously

been obtained using perdeuterated samples (Butterwick

and MacKinnon 2010; Shenkarev et al. 2010), and was

additionally employed to overcome problems due to signal

overlap in 3D spectra recorded on uniformly labeled

samples of proteorhodopsin. Here we propose a refined

combinatorial selective labeling protocol and apply it for

the de novo assignment of the N-terminal transmembrane

domain of the lysosomal peptide transporter TAPL, named

TMD0.

TMD0 is not essential for the homodimerization of the

ABC half-transporter TAPL nor for peptide transport

Fig. 1 Carbonyl-filtered 2D BEST-[15N, 1H]-TROSY-HN(CA) pulse

sequence for distinction of 13Ca
i�1–

12C0
i�1–

15Ni–
12Ca

i and
12Ca

i�1–
12C0

i�1–
15Ni–

13Ca
i moieties in 15N, 13Ca, 13C0-selectively

labeled proteins. Radiofrequency (RF) pulses with flip angles of 90�
and 180� are represented by filled and open symbols, respectively. All

proton and nitrogen pulses are centered in the amide region (ca. 8.5

and 119 ppm, respectively). The 13C carrier frequency is placed in the

Ca region, its exact position being determined by the 13Ca chemical

shift distribution of the 2-13C and 13C/15N-labeled amino acid types of

the respective sample to which the sequence is applied. The widths of

shaped 1H and 13C pulses given in the following are valid for

800 MHz 1H Larmor frequency and must by scaled by 800/X for

applications at X MHz spectrometers. The initial two proton 90�
pulses have a PC9 shape (Kupče and Freeman 1994) and a width of

2.2 ms, while the third and fourth use 1.4-ms time-reversed E-BURP-

2 and regular E-BURP-2 shapes (Geen and Freeman 1991), respec-

tively. A RE-BURP (Geen and Freeman 1991) shape and a width of

1.5 ms is employed for 1H 180� pulses. Rectangular pulses on a-
carbons are applied with an RF field of m/151/2 for 90� flip angle and

m/31/2 for 180� flip angle, where m is the difference between 13Ca and
13C’ offsets in Hz (Kay et al. 1990b). The 180� 13Ca pulse in the

center of period e has an R-SNOB shape (Kupče et al. 1995) and

duration of 0.6 ms. Carbonyl-selective 90� and 180� pulses of 0.1 ms

duration are applied at 176.5 ppm using phase modulation (Boyd and

Soffe 1989; Patt 1992) and have an amplitude envelope corresponding

to the center lobe of a sin(x)/x function. Carbonyl-filtered and control

spectra in which a 180� 13C0 pulse is applied at positions A and B,

respectively, are recorded alternately. The carbonyl 180� pulse

labeled with an asterisk compensates for Bloch–Siegert phase shifts

induced by the former. Pulses on 15N are applied at the highest

available power level. Phases are cycled according to /1 = 2(y),

2(-y); /2 = x, -x; /3 = 4(x), 4(-x); /4 = 8(x), 8(-x); /rec = x,

2(-x), x, -x, 2(x), 2(-x), 2(x), -x, x, 2(-x), x. Delay durations are

adjusted as follows: s = 5 ms, D = 24 ms, e = 9.4 ms, sG =

0.38 ms. The t1 evolution time is implemented in a semi-constant

time manner (Grzesiek and Bax 1993; Logan et al. 1992), where

v = D/t1,max. Pulsed field gradients have a sine-bell shape and are

applied along the z-axis using the following durations and peak

amplitudes: G1, 0.3 ms, -10 % (percentage of the maximum

available gradient strength, i.e. ca. 70 G/cm); G2, 0.3 ms, -15 %;

G3, 0.3 ms, -12 %; G4, 1.4 ms, 78.9 %; G5, 0.3 ms, 8 %; G6, 1.0 ms,

25 %; G7, 0.175 ms, 64 %. For each t1 increment N- and P-type

transients are collected alternately by inverting the polarity of G4 and

changing pulse phases /5 from y to -y and /6 from x to -x. The two

FIDs are stored separately and then added and subtracted to form the

real and imaginary parts of a complex data point with a 90� zero-order
phase shift being added to one of the components (Kay et al. 1992).

Phase /4 is inverted along with the receiver reference phase in every

other increment to shift axial peaks to the edge of the spectrum in the
15N dimension. The Bruker pulse sequence code and acquisition

parameters for an 800 MHz spectrometer are provided in the

Supplementary Material
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activity of the transporter. However, it harbors the lyso-

somal targeting motif and represents the interaction site

with the lysosomal associated membrane proteins LAMP-1

and LAMP-2 (Demirel et al. 2010, 2012). TMD0 is pre-

dicted to consist of four helices and exists as a homodimer

in diC6PC micelles, which tumbles with a rotational cor-

relation time of 25 ns at a temperature of 50 �C as

determined using a two-dimensional version of the [15N,
1H]-TRACT experiment (Lee et al. 2006). To assess the

feasibility of obtaining backbone assignments without

deuteration, 3D HNCA and HNCACB experiments were

performed on a [U-13C; 15N]-labeled protein sample. Pro-

jections onto the 1H-15N planes of both spectra are pre-

sented in Fig. 2a, b. The HNCA is of relatively high

a

c

d

bFig. 2 Application of three-

dimensional triple-resonance

experiments to [U-13C; 15N]-

labeled TMD0. Spectra were

recorded at 950 MHz using

non-uniform sampling.

Projections along the 13C

dimensions of 3D HNCA and

3D HNCACB spectra are shown

in a, b, respectively. The
HNCACB experiment was

performed with a 13Ca–13Cb

transfer time of 11 ms,

optimized to observe 13Cb

resonances. c, d 1H (F3)–
13C

(F1) strips from the 3D HNCA

with a width of 0.2 ppm along

the 1H dimension, taken at the
15N (F2) chemical shifts given at

the top. Assignments of intra-

and interresidual cross peaks,

resulting from analysis of the

current spectrum in conjunction

with combinatorial 15N, 13Ca,
13C0-selective labeling, are

indicated. Dashed lines trace the

sequential walk in d
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quality, showing correlations for all amide groups that are

also detectable in a simple 2D HSQC. By contrast, the

HNCACB, albeit recorded in about twice the measurement

time, is practically useless, since only a few cross peaks

from mobile residues are observed. A 3D HN(CA)CO

experiment was not attempted here because its sensitivity is

usually similar to that of an HNCACB.

Considering the generally poor signal dispersion of a-
helical membrane proteins and the limited amino-acid type

information available from 13Ca chemical shifts, the

question arises whether unambiguous sequential connec-

tivities can be established solely on the basis of a 3D

HNCA. This problem is illustrated in the lower part of

Fig. 2, showing HNCA correlations of well-resolved

backbone amides of TMD0. All 1H-13C strips in Fig. 2c

contain intraresidual cross peaks involving lowfield 13Ca

resonances (between approximately 67 and 68 ppm),

indicative for either valine or threonine residues, and in-

terresidual cross peaks with chemical shifts ranging from

58.0 to 64.7 ppm, leaving the amino acid type of the se-

quentially preceding residue undetermined. Clearly, ana-

lysis of the 3D HNCA would benefit from prior

identification of residue types or, preferentially sequential

pairs. Application of the combinatorial labeling method

described below revealed that two of the seven amide

groups in Fig. 2c belong to threonines, the remaining ones

representing valines. For V16, V26, and V89 the amino

acid types of the preceding residues were determined as

well, allowing for only two or three possible assignments in

each case. No additional information was obtained for V93

and V99, except that certain preceding residue types could

be ruled out. For instance, unlike V89, V99 is found not to

be preceded by a leucine although the two HNCA strips

show correlations at almost identical 13Ca chemical shifts.

Owing to the unique occurrence of the respective pairs, the

two threonines were sequence specifically assigned fol-

lowing identification of the preceding residue types. The

second example (Fig. 2d) encompasses a continuous

stretch of ten residues near the C-terminus of TMD0, all of

which have 13Ca chemical shifts in the amino-acid type

unspecific 58–64 ppm range. The spectral quality of the 3D

HNCA for most of these amides is only moderate, with

rather low intensities of sequential peaks. In addition in-

traresidual and sequential cross peaks for residues F131,

L133, W135, and L137 partially overlap. Taken together, it

would be quite challenging to find the correct sequential

connectivities without prior knowledge of at least indi-

vidual residue types. However, with the exception of S138,

combinatorial 15N, 13Ca, 13C0 labeling identified the amino

acid types of the entire stretch, localized the two leucine–

leucine pairs, and provided three anchor points (F131,

W135, and T139) for sequential assignment. With this

information at hand, evaluation of the 3D HNCA became

comparatively straightforward.

Merits of combinatorial selective labeling

Amino acid specific isotope labeling considerably simpli-

fies NMR spectra and is a powerful tool to aid the resonance

assignment process of proteins (Butterwick and MacKinnon

2010; Griffey et al. 1985; Hagn and Wagner 2014;

LeMaster and Richards 1985; McIntosh and Dahlquist

1990; Michel et al. 2013; Ozawa et al. 2004; Reckel et al.

2008; Takeuchi et al. 2007; Vajpai et al. 2008a). For in-

stance, single-selective 15N labeling readily allows the

identification of amino acid types even for large systems as

it only requires recording of sensitive HSQC spectra. On the

other hand, obtaining exhaustive amino acid type infor-

mation entails preparation of up to 19 NMR samples, if the

protein of interest contains all non-proline amino acid types.

Sequence-specific amide group assignments are directly

accessible via dual-selective labeling with 15N and carbonyl

(1-13C) labeled amino acids, pioneered by Kainosho and

Tsuji (1982) which has been demonstrated to be extremely

useful for monitoring individual sites by measuring HNCO-

type spectra (Gossert et al. 2011; Griffey et al. 1986; Rule

et al. 1993; Tate et al. 1992; Weigelt et al. 2002; Yabuki

et al. 1998). Aiming at full backbone assignments, separate

samples with different pairs of amino acids would have to

be prepared, and data to be collected on, to an extent of the

same order of magnitude as the number of residues present

in the protein, which is clearly unfeasible. To this end, re-

cently reviewed combinatorial methods (Jaipuria et al.

2012) using multiple mixtures, each containing different

subsets of labeled amino acids rather than a single of each

labeling type, are much more efficient (Parker et al. 2004;

Shi et al. 2004; Shortle 1994; Staunton et al. 2006; Trbovic

et al. 2005; Wu et al. 2006).

Although the production of selectively labeled protein

samples by cell-free expression is comparatively rapid and

inexpensive it is desirable to minimize the number of NMR

samples in a combinatorial scheme. This can be achieved

by increasing the amount of information to be retrieved

from each sample. Including fully 13C/15N-labeled amino

acids in addition to 15N- and 1-13C-labeled ones allows the

identification of more amino acid types and more sequen-

tial pairs, because they can be observed themselves in
1H–15N correlation spectra (position i in a given dipeptide)

and as the preceding residue (position i - 1) of a 15N-

labeled amino acid (Löhr et al. 2012). Compared to dual-

selective combinatorial labeling (Maslennikov et al. 2010;

Trbovic et al. 2005) the number of detectable isotopomeric

dipeptide species is raised from two (12C0
i�1–

15Ni

and 13C0
i�1–

15Ni) to six (12Ca
i�1–

12C0
i�1–

15Ni–
12Ca

i ,
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12Ca
i�1–

13C0
i�1–

15Ni–
12Ca

i ,
13Ca

i�1–
13C0

i�1–
15Ni–

12Ca
i ,

12Ca
i�1–

12C0
i�1–

15Ni–
13Ca

i ,
12Ca

i�1–
13C0

i�1–
15Ni–

13Ca
i ,

13Ca
i�1–

13C0
i�1–

15Ni–
13Ca

i ). To take advantage of this larger variety

it is necessary to distinguish between 15N and 13C/15N-

labeled residues in position i and between 1-13C and
13C/15N-labeled residues in position i - 1. In principle, the

former distinction can be made on the basis of signal in-

tensities when different enrichment levels of the two spe-

cies are employed (Parker et al. 2004). However, taking

into account the pronounced dynamic range often observed

in spectra of membrane proteins, this method may not al-

ways be fully reliable in applications to the latter. Alter-

natively, the individual species can be selected

spectroscopically by means of 2D HN(CA) (to distinguish
15Ni from

13C/15Ni residues) and 2D HN(COCA) (to dis-

tinguish 1-13Ci-1 from 13C/15Ni-1 residues) experiments,

recorded in addition to 15N-HSQC and 2D HN(CO) spec-

tra. A fifth experiment, DQ-HN(CA) exclusively detects

signals from sequential pairs of the same, 13C/15N-labeled

amino acid type, which cannot be spotted via dual-selective
15N, 1-13C labeling.

Concept of combinatorial 15N, 13Ca, 13C0 labeling

The labeling scheme described here expands on the com-

binatorial triple-selective labeling method (Löhr et al.

2012) that involves acquisition of two-dimensional BEST-

TROSY type (Farjon et al. 2009; Favier and Brutscher

2011) HSQC, HN(CO), HN(CA), HN(COCA), DQ-

HN(CA) and, optionally, (CO)HN(CA) spectra on three

samples, each containing four 15N-labeled, one 13C/
15N-labeled, and two 1-13C-labeled amino acid types. It

allows identification of ten amino acid types along with

deconvolution of six different combinations of labeling

types in a dipeptide fragment. In an attempt to enhance the

amount of sequential information without increasing the

number of samples we now extend the labeling pattern by

including two amino acid types per sample that are selec-

tively 13C-labeled at the a-carbon (2-position), resulting in

the scheme listed in Table 1. In such samples, 15N-labeled

amino acids preceded by 13C/15N-labeled ones give rise to

cross peaks in each of HN(CO), HN(CA), and HN(COCA)

spectra, whereas those preceded by 1-13C- and 2-13C-la-

beled amino acids are exclusively observed in HN(CO) and

HN(CA) spectra, respectively. One complication, however,

arises because 13C/15N-labeled residues preceded by

non-13C-labeled ones are likewise detected in HN(CA)

experiments only. In order to distinguish 13Ca
i�1–

12C0
i�1–

15Ni–
12Ca

i from 12Ca
i�1–

12C0
i�1–

15Ni–
13Ca

i moieties,

a new 2D experiment, depicted in Fig. 1, must be per-

formed in addition to those mentioned above.

The HN(CA)-type pulse sequence of Fig. 1 contains a
13Ca spin-echo period, adjusted to 1/(2 1J(13C0,13Ca) fol-

lowing the 15N–13Ca magnetization transfer. When the

second 13C0 180� pulse is applied at position A (carbonyl-

filtered version) transverse 13Ca coherence is converted

into an antiphase term in the presence of an adjacent 13C0

spin and will not be converted into observable magneti-

zation during the remainder of the sequence. In addition it

is canceled by cycling of pulse phase /3 along with the

receiver. Consequently, no intraresidual signal will be ob-

tained for 13C/15N-labeled amino acids. In the case of an

interresidual 15N–13Ca magnetization transfer between
15N- and 2-13C-labeled amino acids, however, 13Ca co-

herence ‘‘survives’’ the filter element due to the absence of

a 13C0 coupling partner, thus giving rise to a cross peak in

the CO-filtered HN(CA) spectrum. It must be mentioned

that, as a result of transverse relaxation during the addi-

tional spin-echo period of &9 ms duration, the sensitivity

of the CO-filtered HN(CA) experiment is significantly

lower than that of the conventional HN(CA), especially for

slowly tumbling proteins. Therefore, it cannot be ruled out

that a cross peak due to a 2-13Ci-1/
15Ni pair is missed in the

CO-filtered HN(CA) although it was observed in the con-

ventional HN(CA). If the number of signals detected in the

CO-filtered HN(CA) is lower than that expected based on

the amino acid sequence, it is advisable to record a control

experiment with identical parameters. In this control ex-

periment, the 13C0 180� pulse in the sequence of Fig. 1 is

applied at position B, preventing evolution of the
1J(13C0,13Ca) coupling. The absence of a cross peak in the

control spectrum hints at the possibility that its absence in

the filtered version is caused by relaxation rather than by

the action of the filter, thus avoiding misinterpretation due

to false negatives. A special situation is met when a
13C/15N-labeled amino acid is preceded by a 2-13C-labeled

one. In principle, such pairs are also observable in the CO-

filtered HN(CA), but their intensity is strongly attenuated

by the passive 1J(15N,13Ca) coupling competing with the

usually smaller 2J(15N,13Ca) coupling during the magneti-

zation transfer to the 2-13C-labeled residue. Uniquely

yielding cross peaks in DQ-HN(CA) but not in HN(CO) or

HN(COCA) spectra, 2-13Ci-1/
15N13

i Ca
i combinations are

however readily identified. The correlation between all

possible pairs of labeled and unlabeled amino acids and the

occurrence of cross peaks in the series of 2D spectra is

summarized in Table 2.

NMR samples containing individual 15N or 13C/15N

residue types together with amino acids selectively 13C

labeled at the 1- and/or 2-positions have previously been

utilized to complement assignment information obtained

from uniformly labeled protein (Butterwick and MacKin-
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non 2010; Vajpai et al. 2008b), but the simultaneous in-

corporation of all four classes in a combinatorial manner to

our knowledge has not been reported so far. The approach

applied here may be viewed as a ‘‘two-dimensional’’

combinatorial method, where in the ‘‘sample dimension’’

residue types containing a 15N label are identified from the

pattern of presence/absence of cross peaks in HSQC

spectra of each sample, and in the ‘‘spectroscopic dimen-

sion’’ the various combinations of 12C/13C isotopomeric

dipeptide species are edited via the presence/absence of

cross peaks in a series of 2D HN(C)-type triple-resonance

spectra. In this regard there is a loose analogy to an as-

signment strategy that combines a precursor-based selec-

tive unlabeling protocol with Hadamard-encoded amino

acid-type editing to enhance the information that can be

gained from a limited set of samples (Rasia et al. 2012).

Application to TMD0

Labeling schemes such as the one shown in Table 1 are to a

large extent protein specific. The choice of individual

amino acid types requires optimization with respect to the

attainable information which in turn depends on a protein’s

primary structure. Obviously, of highest importance is the

selection of the subset of residues that are either 15N or
13C/15N labeled, as for all of them at least the residue type

will be determined. In the application describe here we

opted mostly for methyl-containing and aromatic residue

types that have a high occurrence in the hydrophobic,

structured regions of membrane proteins, and were found

to be largely undetectable in the 3D HNCACB spectrum

and to have a low dispersion of 13Ca chemical shifts in the

3D HNCA of TMD0. In situations where the resolution

enhancement of highly congested spectral regions is

pivotal, as for instance in denatured proteins or IDPs, it

might be more rewarding to include less abundant amino

acid types, especially in the case of the 15N-labeled one

that is present in all samples (Wu et al. 2006). Preferably,

the three 13C/15N labeled species should cover (i-1, i)-

pairs of identical amino acid types, if present in the se-

quence, because these would not be identified with any

other combination of labels. In a second step, the two sets

of three amino acid types that are either 1-13C or 2-13C

labeled must be defined. To this end, it is inevitable to scan

the amino acid sequence on a pair-by-pair basis to find

those combinations that maximize the number of detectable

dipeptides. Using the permutations of two out of three se-

lectively 13C-labeled amino acids types in each of the three

samples (cf. Table 1), unambiguous 1-13Ci-1–
15Ni and

2-13Ci-1–
15Ni pairs are obtained for those 15N-labeled

amino acids that are present in two or in all three samples.

In general, this is not the case for 15N-labeled amino acids

present in one sample only, as well as for the three
13C/15N-labeled amino acids in position i. However, not all

of the possible combinations may in fact occur in a given

amino acid sequence. A judicious choice of the 1-13C and

2-13C labeled amino acid types and their distribution

among the three samples should therefore take into account

the missing combinations in order to lift the twofold am-

biguities as much as possible. Finally, combinations that

would potentially be unambiguously identified, but are

missing in the sequence, should be avoided when designing

a combinatorial labeling scheme.

Before presenting spectra of TMD0 utilized for 15N,
13Ca, 13C0 labeling aided backbone assignment, two fea-

tures of the protein must be mentioned. First, not uncom-

mon for membrane proteins, there is a large dynamic range

in HSQC signal intensities between residues in mobile loop

Table 2 Expected cross peaks

in HSQC and 2D triple

resonance experiments for

dipeptide fragments in 15N,
13Ca, 13C0 labeled proteins

Isotopomersa HSQC HN(CO) HN(COCA) HN(CA) CO-filt. HN(CA)b DQ-HN(CA)

12Cα–12C –15N–12Cα–12C ? - - - - -

12Cα–13C –15N–12Cα–12C ? ? - - - -

13Cα–12C –15N–12Cα–12C ? - - ? ? -

13Cα–13C –15N–12Cα–12C ? ? ? ? - -

12Cα–12C –15N–13Cα–13C ? - - ? - -

12Cα–13C –15N–13Cα–13C ? ? - ? - -

13Cα–12C –15N–13Cα–13C ? - - ? (?) ?

13Cα–13C –15N–13Cα–13C ? ? ? ? - ?

a Combinations of the various 15N- and/or 13C-labeled amino-acid types in positions i and i - 1 of a

dipeptide. The 15N nucleus of the detectable amide group in position i is printed in blue; 13C-labeled

carbons are printed in red
b Parentheses indicates that a signal can be detected in the carbonyl-filtered HN(CA) in principle, but is

often too weak to be observed
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regions and residues located in well-structured regions or

affected by conformational-exchange induced line broad-

ening. The effect is amplified in triple-resonance spectra

due to longer periods in the pulse sequences, during which

the underlying differential relaxation takes place. As a

consequence, cross peaks of 15N labeled amino acids pro-

ducing the most intense signals in HSQCs are sometimes

observed unexpectedly in triple-resonance spectra at 13C

natural abundance. Their intensities can be of similar

magnitude as the weakest ‘‘true’’ correlations. i.e. those

expected on the basis of the respective 13C labeling pattern.

While the appearance of natural abundance signals can

potentially lead to some confusion, they are usually readily

sorted out precisely because of their high intensity in

HSQC spectra. Second, despite extensive optimization of

sample conditions (Tumulka et al. 2013) several residues

give rise to a second, minor amide signal. The majority of

these amino acids are located in loop regions in the vicinity

of proline residues, implying that cis–trans isomerism of

the latter might be responsible for the occurrence of two

sets of signals. In each case, the assignment of the minor

peaks could be verified by their presence in the same set of

2D triple-resonance spectra as the corresponding major

peaks in combination with near-identical 13Ca chemical

shifts in the 3D HNCA.

To assess the viability of the modified labeling scheme,

a ‘‘test’’ sample containing only one amino acid type per

class was prepared, resulting in easily manageable spectra

as shown in Fig. 3. The [15N-Lys; 13C/15N-Val; 1-13C-Tyr;

2-13C-Ala]-labeled sample of TMD0 comprises all dipep-

tide moieties listed in Table 2. The amino acid sequence

includes four lysine and 15 valine residues, hence, a total of

19 cross peaks are expected in the HSQC. All correlations

are indeed observed (Fig. 3a), with three residues (V7, V8,

and V107) giving rise to duplicate peaks, as mentioned

above. As a first step in 15N, 13Ca, 13C0-labeling based

assignment, signals from 15N and 13C/15N-labeled amino

acid types need to be distinguished. Signals of all 13C/
15N-labeled amino acids are expected in the HN(CA),

whereas 15N-labeled amino acids are only detected if they

are preceded by either 13C/15N or—as a new feature—

2-13C-labeled residues. In accordance with the amino acid

sequence of TMD0, the HN(CA) of the test sample

(Fig. 3b) contains correlations from 17 residues, i.e. those

of the 15 valines, as well as one Val–Lys and one Ala–Lys

pair. The Val–Lys pair is differentiated from valines pre-

ceded by unlabeled amino acids by the presence of cross

peaks in HN(CO) (Fig. 3c) and HN(COCA) (Fig. 3d)

spectra while the Ala–Lys pair is identified with the help of

the novel CO-filtered HN(CA) experiment (Fig. 3e). The

two Val–Val pairs in TMD0 (V7–V8 and V8–V9) are

readily identified because, in contrast to the Val–Lys

combination, they are detectable in the DQ-HN(CA)

spectrum (Fig. 3f). The additional cross peaks in the DQ-

HN(CA) (V7 and V20) indicate Ala–Val combinations

because only 13C/15N-labeled residues preceded by

2-13C-labeled ones are observed in DQ-HN(CA) and are

absent in HN(CO)/HN(COCA) spectra (cf. Table 2). Note

that a long accumulation time (41 h) was required to detect

residues V7 and V8 in the DQ-HN(CA) because both are

split into two separate peaks.

Each of the four 15N-labeled lysine residues in TMD0 is

part of a different dipeptide labeling pattern in the test

sample (Fig. 3g), as reflected by the presence or absence of

cross peaks in the spectra of Fig. 3a–f. In detail, K2 (po-

sition highlighted by yellow circles) is sequentially pre-

ceded by an unlabeled residue and therefore exclusively

detected in the HSQC. Being preceded by a 1-13C-labeled

residue, K5 (orange circles) is identified by an additional

cross peak in the HN(CO) spectrum. Correlations due to

K100 (circled in magenta) are observed in HSQC,

HN(CA), HN(CO), and HN(COCA) spectra, which is the

fingerprint of a 15N-labeled residue preceded by a 13C/15N-

labeled one. Finally, the presence of an HN(CA) cross peak

in the absence of HN(CO) and HN(COCA) cross peaks

(green circles) either points at an isolated 13C/15N-labeled

residue or at a 15N-labeled residue preceded by a 2-13C-

labeled one. The detection of a signal in the CO-filtered

HN(CA) reveals that the latter option applies in the case of

K70. Note that K5 and K100 would have been identified

already with the previous triple-selective labeling scheme

(Löhr et al. 2012), but it was only after introducing the

additional 2-13C label that an unequivocal sequence-

specific assignment of all lysine residues in TMD0 was

achieved.

Spectroscopic distinction of the eight isotopomeric

dipeptide types (Table 2) in a set of three 15N, 13Ca, 13C0

labeled samples (Table 1) is performed in a fully analogous

manner as described above for the test sample. However,

owing to its combinatorial nature (Jaipuria et al. 2012),

such a labeling scheme does not simply multiply the in-

formation content of the latter by the number of samples.

Rather, it permits including four 15N-labeled and two of

each 1-13C- and 2-13C-labeled amino acid types per sam-

ple. In the following, the utility of combinatorial 15N, 13Ca,
13C0-selective labeling to establish anchor points for se-

quential NH assignment of TMD0 is demonstrated.

Two well-resolved regions of the entire grid of 2D

proton–nitrogen correlation spectra obtained for the three

samples are shown in Fig. 4. Following identification of the
13C/15N-labeled amino acid type in each sample (Ile, Trp,

and Leu) from the pattern observed in triple-resonance

spectra, the amino acid type of 15N-labeled residues is

determined by inspection of the three HSQC spectra. In the
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region of Fig. 4a, five signals are observed in each of the

HSQCs and, hence, must be due to threonine residues (cf.

Table 1). Signals arising from phenylalanine and arginine

are identified by their appearance in the HSQCs of samples

1 and 2 and samples 1 and 3, respectively. Cross peaks due

to valine residues are detected in the spectra of sample 3

exclusively. In the final step, the signal occurrence in the

triple-resonance spectra is employed to derive information

about the respective sequentially preceding residue type. In

the region of Fig. 4a, T87 and T123 are observed in

HN(CO), HN(COCA), and HN(CA) spectra of samples 1

and 2, respectively, and hence are preceded by a 13C/15N-

labeled residue. The corresponding Ile–Thr and Trp–Thr

pairs are unique in the sequence of TMD0 and, therefore,

unambiguously assigned. The unique Ser–Thr pair is

identified by the exclusive observation of HN(CO) peaks of

T139 in samples 2 and 3. Threonine residues 10 and 65

give rise to correlations in both regular and CO-filtered

HN(CA), but not in HN(CO) and HN(COCA) spectra,

indicating they are preceded by 2-13C-labeled residues.

Being present in the spectra of samples 1 and 2 (T10) and 1

and 3 (T65) the latter residue types are identified as valine

and alanine, respectively. While Ala–Thr is a unique pair,

Val–Thr occurs twice in the sequence, nonetheless pro-

viding valuable information for subsequent analysis of a

3D HNCA. The sole arginine signal in this region (R57)

arises from a residue that is preceded by a 2-13C-labeled

residue type in the current labeling scheme. The fact that

the expected HN(CA) peaks are observed in the spectra of

sample 3 and not in those of sample 1 or both points at

tyrosine as the preceding residue type, allowing its dis-

tinction from the two Val–Arg pairs in the TMD0 sequence

and therefore its immediate sequential assignment. Two of

the 13C/15N-labeled isoleucine residues of sample 1 are

a b

c d

e f

g

Fig. 3 Identification of the

various dipeptide isotopomers

in a 15N, 13Ca, 13C0 labeled
protein sample. Shown are

HSQC (a), HN(CA) (b),
HN(CO) (c), HN(COCA) (d),
CO-filtered HN(CA) (e), and
DQ-HN(CA) (f) spectra of a

0.5-mM sample of diC6PC-

solubilized [15N-Lys; 13C/15N-

Val; 1-13C-Tyr; 2-13C-Ala]-

labeled TMD0 recorded at 800

(a, b, e, f) or 600 MHz (c, d).
Sequence-specific assignments

of the four lysine residues

follows from the presence/

absence of cross peaks

(positions indicated by colored

circles) in the individual

spectra, as explained in the text.

The corresponding dipeptide

labeling patterns are shown

beneath (g), where 15N and 13C

nuclei are highlighted in blue

and red, respectively. Asterisks

mark signals from a small

fraction of unfolded protein

present in the sample
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preceded by 2-13C-labeled ones and are therefore in prin-

ciple detectable in the CO-filtered HN(CA) spectrum.

Whether they are actually observed in the latter is a matter

of sensitivity and, as explained above, depends on trans-

verse 15N relaxation times as well as one-bond and two-

bond 15N–13Ca couplings constants. In the present case, a

cross peak due to I86 is in fact observed, whereas the one

due to I24 is not. However, since cross peaks from both

residues are observed in the DQ-HN(CA) in the

absence of HN(CO)(HN(COCA) signals, the identity of

2-13Ci-1–
13C/15Ni pairs is established nevertheless.

Because labeled isoleucine is present in one sample only,

no distinction between the two 2-13C-labeled residue types

in position i - 1 is possible at this stage. A similar situa-

tion is met for V20 which is 15N-labeled in sample 3 and

preceded by a 2-13C-labeled residue, as evidenced by a

cross peak in the CO-filtered HN(CA), but the dis-

crimination between Ala–Val and Tyr–Val pairs remains

ambiguous. In contrast, the presence of a HN(COCA) cross

peak for V85 unambiguously indicates that this residue is

preceded by a leucine. Finally, cross peaks due to L35 are

observed in all spectra of sample 3 except for the CO-

filtered HN(CA), revealing that it corresponds to the

C-terminal leucine residue of a Leu–Leu pair.

The region shown in Fig. 4b comprises signals from a

total of 20 residues, eight of which (L11, W51, V93, F120,

I125, A129, L132, L136) only appear in HSQC spectra

(15N-labeled amino acids) or in HSQC and HNCA spectra

(13C/15N-labeled amino acids), yielding the amino acid

type but no sequential information. Six residues (V7, F13,

V26, F27, A90, A97) give rise to cross peaks in CO-filtered

HN(CA) but not in DQ-HN(CA) spectra, reflecting

2-13Ci-1-
15Ni pairs. Of the latter, F13 is observed in the

CO-filtered HN(CA) of sample 1 and F27 in those of

samples 1 and 2, establishing valine and alanine, respec-

tively, as the preceding residue types. Both combinations

are unique in the amino acid sequence of TMD0. For W135

and L137, correlations are obtained in all but CO-filtered

HN(CA) spectra, identifying themselves as Trp–Trp and

Leu–Leu pairs, respectively, of which the former is unique

a b

Fig. 4 Combinatorial 15N, 13Ca, 13C0 labeling applied to TMD0.

Shown in a, b are two different expansions from the full set of 2D
1H–15N correlation spectra recorded on the three samples detailed in

Table 1. The indicated sequential assignments were either derived

directly from these spectra or required additional information from

the 3D HNCA. The cross peak due to V68 in the CO-filtered HN(CA)

of sample 3, labeled with a dagger, appears at 13C natural abundance.

An empty box in the CO-filtered HN(CA) spectrum of sample 1

indicates the position of I24, which can potentially be observed here,

but has insufficient signal-to-noise
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in the sequence. The two Ile–Tyr pairs in TMD0 are

spotted by virtue of cross peaks in the HN(COCA) spec-

trum of sample 1. Subsequent sequential assignment re-

quires 13Ca chemical shift information taken from the 3D

HNCA. Detection of a HN(CO) cross peak for I18 allows

for two amino-acid type pairs, Asp–Ile and Pro–Ile,

whereas the unique Pro–Arg pair involving R77 is unam-

biguously identified by the presence and absence of

HN(CO) peak for samples 1 and 3, respectively.

With only one exception, all cross peaks expected on the

basis of the respective labeling pattern in each of the

samples were in fact observed. The full spectra obtained in

HSQC and all 2D triple-resonance experiments, including

the controls of the CO-filtered HN(CA), are presented in

the Supplementary material. The exception is the W115

correlation missing in the control spectrum of the CO-fil-

tered HN(CA) of sample 2. Therefore it cannot be decided

with the help of the CO-filtered HN(CA) experiment

whether the weak correlation observed in HSQC and

HN(CA) spectra corresponds to a 13C/15N-labeled residue

or a 15N-labeled one preceded by a 2-13C-labeled amino

acid, potentially leading to some confusion. Here, the latter

option could be ruled out by the presence of a cross peak in

the HN(CO). In cases where a correlation due to a

2-13Ci-1–
15Ni pair is not observed in the CO-filtered

HN(CA) for sensitivity reasons, the absence of a cross peak

in the control spectrum would prevent it from being

misassigned to a 13C/15N-labeled residue. In the current

application to TMD0 all such pairs were, however, de-

tected in the CO-filtered HN(CA). Of the eight

2-13Ci-1–
13C/15Ni pairs in TMD0, five (L55, L60, L74,

I86, L91) give rise to relatively weak cross peaks in the

CO-filtered HN(CA) and strong cross peaks in the control

spectrum. Those missing in the CO-filtered HN(CA) (I24,

L119, W122) were readily identified by their presence/

absence in DQ-HN(CA)/HN(COCA) spectra. It should be

noted that edited subspectra containing only signals from
13C/15N-labeled amino acids not preceded by 2-13C-labeled

ones can be obtained by subtraction of CO-filtered HN(CA)

and the corresponding control spectra (Masterson et al.

2008; Tonelli et al. 2007). However, since this is accom-

panied by a decrease of signal-to-noise ratios by a factor of

21/2, the procedure is recommended only in cases of

abundant sensitivity.

Interplay of combinatorial 15N, 13Ca, 13C
0

labeling

and 3D HNCA experiments

The information that could be extracted from combinatorial
15N, 13Ca, 13C0 labeling of TMD0 is summarized in Fig. 5.

Residues for which amino-acid type, sequential pairs, and

sequence-specific assignments were determined are color-

coded in the primary structure of the protein in Fig. 5a.

This information is mapped onto the 15N-HSQC spectrum

of a uniformly labeled sample of TMD0 in Fig. 5b. The

refined protocol provided the amino acid type for 107 of

the 138 non-proline residues of TMD0 (77.5 %). Sequen-

tial information was obtained for 65 sites (47 %), where 49

pairs (35.5 %) were determined unambiguously and the

remaining ones allowed for two different amino acid types

at the i - 1 position. The latter ambiguity potentially arises

for the three 13C/15N-labeled amino acid types (Ile, Trp,

Leu) and the three 15N-labeled amino acid types that are

included in only one of the samples (Tyr, Ala, Val), pre-

venting a distinction between the two respective 1-13C- or

2-13C-labeled amino acid types in a combinatorial manner.

In the present application this was the case for the com-

binations Asp/Pro–Ile, Ala/Val–Ile, Pro/Ser–Trp, Tyr/Val–

Ala, Asp/Ser–Leu, and Ala/Tyr–Val, (where x/y–z denotes

an amino acid z preceded by either x or y), while no am-

biguity was encountered for Tyr/Val–Trp, Pro/Ser–Ala,

Ala/Tyr–Leu, and Asp/Ser–Val because only one of the

two indistinguishable pairs occur in the sequence of

TMD0, and none of the tyrosines is preceded by any 1-13C

or 2-13C-labeled amino acid type. For two of the 15N-la-

beled arginine residues (R78 and R109) sequential infor-

mation was obtained although they are preceded by

non-13C-labeled residues and therefore only detected in

HSQC spectra. Because the preceding residue types of all

other arginines were known from the appearance of cross

peaks in the 2D triple-resonance spectra and both R78 and

R109 are preceded by the same residue type (i.e. another

arginine) the identity of these Arg–Arg pairs was unam-

biguously established. A total of 19 of the identified se-

quential pairs (13.8 %) is unique in TMD0, immediately

resulting in sequence-specific assignments. This includes

one assignment (K2) that was again derived by exclusion,

since each of the remaining three lysines is part of a unique

dipeptide (vide supra) that could be discerned with the

present labeling scheme.

As the next step, these sequential assignments are used

as anchor points for analysis of the 3D HNCA spectrum.

The longest stretches in the amino acid sequence of TMD0,

for which no information about either amino acid types or

sequential pairs was available from combinatorial 15N,
13Ca, 13C0 labeling, comprise only two residues (Fig. 5a).

These gaps could be filled in a straightforward manner with

the 3D HNCA, finally resulting in nearly complete back-

bone amide assignment, leaving a single unassigned resi-

due (D113).

It should be recognized that the flow of information

between the set of 2D [15N, 1H]-correlation spectra of the

selectively labeled samples and the 3D HNCA of the

uniformly labeled sample is not unidirectional. Rather,
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knowledge of 13Ca chemical shifts taken from the latter

can be employed to increase the information content of

the selective labeling scheme (Shi et al. 2004). An obvi-

ous case is glycine, whose amino acid type is almost in-

variably diagnosed from its highfield 13Ca chemical shift,

not only allowing its own identification in [15N, 1H]-

correlation maps, but adding information for those se-

quentially following amides that are detected in the se-

lectively labeled samples. Second, the above mentioned

ambiguity concerning the two 1-13C- and 2-13C-labeled

residues present in each sample can potentially be re-

solved, depending on the chosen combination of amino

acid types. Among the 1-13C-labeled residue types se-

lected here, serine and proline cannot be reliably distin-

guished on the basis of their 13Ca chemical shifts, but the
13Ca chemical shift range observed for aspartates in

TMD0 does not overlap with those of either serine or

proline. As a result, the ambiguous pairs Asp/Pro–Ile and

Asp/Ser–Leu are converted into unambiguous sequential

pairs, provided that the corresponding interresidual cross

b

aFig. 5 Overview of

combinatorial 15N, 13Ca, 13C0

labeling aided assignment of

TMD0. Residues for which the

amino acid type could be

determined are highlighted in

blue in the protein’s amino acid

sequence (a). Residues for
which additional sequential

information became available

are marked in green or magenta,

where green indicates

unambiguous pairs and magenta

indicates sequential pairs for

which two possibilities exist for

the amino acid type in position

i - 1. Sequence-specific

assignments resulting from

identified unique pairs (except

for K2, see text) are indicated in

red. No information from 15N,
13Ca, 13C0 labeling was

available for residues drawn in

black. Prolines and the single

unassigned residue (D113) are

printed in grey. b Assigned

[15N, 1H]-BEST-TROSY

spectrum (950 MHz) of [U-13C;
15N]-labeled TMD0 using the

same color coding as in part a.

The expansion showing the

most crowded region is plotted

at a slightly higher level than

the full spectrum. Signals

originating from tryptophan and

asparagine or glutamine side

chains are annotated with Wsc

and N/Qsc, respectively. Cross

peaks labeled ‘‘H’’ are

tentatively assigned to the

C-terminal His10 tag
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peaks are observed in the 3D HNCA. In an analogous

manner, ambiguous pairs involving 2-13C-labeled alanine,

i.e. Ala/Val–Ile and Ala/Tyr–Val are differentiated based

on chemical shifts. A third example involves the amino

acid type tyrosine, which is 15N-labeled in one sample

only. While the two Ile–Tyr pairs are identified by

HN(COCA) correlations, no sequential information is

available per se for the remaining three as they are pre-

ceded by unlabeled amino acid types in the same sample,

i.e. leucine in the case of Y4 and Y56, and threonine in

the case of Y124. Because leucines and threonines are

unequivocally distinguished by their 13Ca chemical shifts,

the combination of 15N, 13Ca, 13C0-selective labeling and

the 3D HNCA on uniformly labeled protein yields two

more sequential pairs (Leu–Tyr) and the sequence-specific

assignment of Y124 instead of merely the amino acid

type. Ancillary data of the latter type is primarily ex-

pected for residue types with a relatively low abundance

in a given protein sequence. Taken together, before ac-

tually matching intra- and interresidual correlations in the

3D HNCA, classification according to the 13Ca chemical

shift range increased the number of known amino acid

types, unambiguous sequential pairs, and sequence-speci-

fic assignments in TMD0 to 112 (81 %), 67 (48.5 %), and

27 (19.5 %), respectively. It should be noted, however,

that in other proteins, that have a larger dispersion of 13Ca

chemical shifts, the distinction of certain pairs of residues

types may be less straightforward. On the other hand, it is

exactly in situations where the HNCA is the only 3D

spectrum of reasonable quality that provides sequential

connectivities, and where the 13Ca chemical shift band-

width is narrow, that combinatorial 15N, 13Ca, 13C0 la-

beling is most helpful. This essentially suggests a-helical
membrane proteins as potential targets for application of

the protocol proposed here.

Aiming at the tertiary structure determination of a

membrane protein, backbone resonance assignments rep-

resent only the first step, which must be followed by side-

chain assignments. In cases as the one assumed here, where

3D HNCACB and HN(CA)CO experiments are too in-

sensitive, pulse sequences of the HCC(CO)NH-TOCSY

type (Clowes et al. 1993; Grzesiek et al. 1993; Logan et al.

1992; Montelione et al. 1992), which are able to provide

side-chain assignments in a convenient manner, will like-

wise fail. Because the approach presented here yields only
1HN, 15N, and 13Ca chemical shifts, those of the missing

backbone nuclei (1Ha and 13C0) must be complemented in

the first instance. This can achieved with relative ease us-

ing sensitive 3D experiments, i.e. HCACO (Ikura et al.

1990a; Serber et al. 2000) and HNCO (Ikura et al. 1990a;

Salzmann et al. 1998). Chemical shift pairs of 1H–13Ca

groups can then be used as starting points to correlate side-

chain resonances with the backbone via HCCH-COSY

(Kay et al. 1990a) or (H)CCH-TOCSY (Bax et al. 1990;

Fesik et al. 1990) experiments. Independently, side chain

resonances may be assigned with the help of direct NH–CH

correlations in 15N and/or 13C edited/separated NOESYs

(Ikeya et al. 2011; Lin et al. 2006; Schmidt and Güntert

2013; Xu et al. 2005), where selective labeling is again

beneficial to reduce overlap and ambiguities (Hagn and

Wagner 2014). As a by-product of combinatorial 15N, 13Ca,
13C0 labeling, the samples which each contain a single
13C/15N-labeled amino acid type can be employed to obtain

simplified HCCH-COSY/TOCSY and NOESY spectra.

Concluding remarks

Contrary to combinatorial labeling approaches that employ

an increased number of samples to enhance the information

content (Maslennikov et al. 2010; Parker et al. 2004;

Staunton et al. 2006; Wu et al. 2006), the previously

published triple-selective labeling method (Löhr et al.

2012) relies on spectroscopic means to identify a larger

variety of isotopomeric species. In essence, this strategy

shifts efforts from the sample preparation to the data ac-

quisition side. Combinatorial 15N, 13Ca, 13C0 labeling, de-
scribed here, goes one step further in the same direction.

While the subset of residues for which amino-acid types

can be determined remains identical, including 13Ca-la-

beled amino acids raises the number of residue pairs from

37 to 65 and the number of sequence-specific assignments

from 10 to 19 when applied to TMD0, ignoring additional

3D-HNCA based chemical shift information. The price to

be paid is the supplemental carbonyl-filtered HN(CA) ex-

periment, required to distinguish 13Ca
i�1–

12C0
i�1

–15Ni–
12Ca

i

from 12Ca
i�1–

12C0
i�1–

15Ni–
13Ca

i -moieties. In the current

application this entailed a significant increase of spec-

trometer time demands from 84 to 165 h for all three

samples, which includes the time for recording both filtered

and control spectra. In principle, the latter can be omitted

provided that all expected peaks are observed in the filtered

spectrum, cutting down the additional time by half. This

option obviously does not exist when the two spectra are

acquired in an interleaved manner. Alternatively, when the

control spectrum shows all expected correlations, the reg-

ular 2D HN(CA) experiment becomes redundant, allowing

for moderate time savings. Nevertheless, the bottleneck of

the method remains the CO-filtered HN(CA) experiment

whose pulse sequence contains a delay in the order of

10 ms during which transverse relaxation of 13Ca spins

takes place. Based on our experience with TMD0, which

has a rotational correlation time of 25 ns, we estimate the

upper limit of sc to be around 30 ns, above which
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accumulation times would get impractically long. Appli-

cations to larger systems will require the use of deuterated

amino acids.

A three-sample combinatorial labeling scheme involves

seven 15N-labeled amino acid types, where three are unique

to and three are missing in each one of the samples while

one is present in all samples. Rules pertaining to the

numbers and combinations of the other labeling classes are

less restrictive. In the scheme employed here, each sample

contained a single 13C/15N-labeled and two 1-13C- and

2-13C-labeled residue types, respectively, the latter being

permutations of a total of three 1-13C- and three

2-13C-labeled amino acids, although many other options

are conceivable. Also, selecting those amino acid types for

2-13C labeling that are 15N-labeled in the respective third

sample (here: Tyr, Ala, Val, see Table 1) is not mandatory.

However, it must be mentioned that not all amino acid

types are commercially available with the 13C label ex-

clusively in the Ca position, posing some limitation on this

choice.

The exact combination of labeled amino acids which

maximizes the assignment information for a given protein

depends on the individual primary sequence and may be

evaluated using software described in the literature (Hefke

et al. 2010; Maslennikov et al. 2010). As a general

guideline, increasing the number of amino acid types that

contain 13C labels yields a higher coverage of residues for

which sequential information is obtained, but concomi-

tantly reduces specificity, i.e. the fraction of unambiguous

sequential pairs. It should also be noted that supplementing

fully 13C/15N labeled amino acids gives rise to additional
1H–15N correlations and therefore provides more residue

type information but, on the other hand, gradually dimin-

ishes the resolution gain afforded by combinatorial selec-

tive labeling methods which is critical to the success of

assigning a-helical membrane proteins.
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